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Little Big Planet - PS Vita TROPHY GUIDEBy Jack JoynsonLittle Big Planet PS Vita has 47 trophies per base game: 1 Platinum 3 Gold 7 Silver 36 Bronze*M = Multiplayer needed [advice] = Click to view the tipPlatinum Club - Collect all other cups: Time required: 55 hours about.       Difficulty: 5/10 Online
Trophies: Yes Miss-able Trophies: No Friends Required: YesStory Basedes: [Click HERE TO VIEW ROAD-MAP]Full story level:5 × Perfect......... - Dovrati The main path of a Story Subsection Simply Complete The Main levels in each of the Subsections and these 5 trophies should pop easily.Complete
The Story Mode - Complete the Main path of the StorySimply Complete all of the Main levels in the story. This should pop after completing the last level. Ace Story level:Chases Aces - Ace 10 levels in a row (without dying) For this trophy you need to ace 10 levels in a row (complete them without dying). If
you die quickly press the PS button and close the game, It should remain your progress. If you're going to re-water, you're going to have to start over. The levels must be played not only the cut of the scene. These are the levels I've found easiest: All the levels from La Marionette, including The
Introduction, a spare part to follow from the Coaster Valley, and then the first two from The Land of Odd. Aced Story Mode - Complete the main story path without dying For this trophy you must complete all story levels without dying. If you are ace level the bob symbol will be displayed on the logo for this
level, When the subsection has finished that i has a bob symbol.miscello Story trophies:Multiplier x5 - Result 5x multiplier u či nivoa so that sakupaju mehurica u quick successionMultiplier x10 - Score 10x multiplier u the right level so that saberu balloons u quick successionYou should get both of the just
playing through the story. Just collect the bubbles in quick succession. The symbol at the top left corner of the screen will show you what kind of multiplier you're on. Tired of life - accumulating 20 deaths on one level Is as many as 20 times die on one level of The Story. Finger Cramp - Bash 1000 bonces
in 'Bonce Tappin'In the side-level 'Bonce Tappin' (The one where you need to hit your head when you pop up) you need to hit 1000 bonces. You'll get a few hundred per round only get a total of 1,000 and the cup will be unlocked. Pianist Pioneer - Play 'Do Re Mi' on piano in La MarionetteIn one of La
marrionette levels will be the piano in the background. When you tap the keys the premium bubbles will fall. Simply play three keys with Do, Re and Me in order and pop. Just scratch - Rotate the LP disk in Jackpot CityV one of jackpot City's levels of the rotating disc in the background. Rub your finger
around the disc and the music will change, and then it will be your trophy. Rising Star - Collect half the skill prizes in the storyThi this should unlock towards the end of The Story. You need to unlock skills like rewards, you may need to look around for more reward bubbles or do side levels to get enough.
Scorecard 50% - Place in the top half of the story level scale For this cup just to complete the level while it is signed to PSN and get into the top 50% of the final leader-board For it just get a high score by getting big multipliers and most prize bubbles. You're probably going to get that anyway. Prize
collector - Collect half the prize bubbles in the story You'll unlock it by the end of the story; you only need half the prize bubbles at story level. Scorecard 25% - Place in the top quarter of the story level rankings For this cup only to complete the level while he signed at PSN and get into the top 25% of the
final leader-board For it only get a high score by getting big multipliers and most awards bubbles. You're probably going to get that anyway. Obsessive collection - Find and collect all the bubbles of rewards in the story *M [locations]You may need to find some bubble sites. Some levels have a Co-op
section that requires another player to get the final bubbles. Note that some bubbles are unlocked by aceing levels. More than one play-through is needed to get some stickers for swtiches. Multiplier x15 - Score 15x multiplier in story level by collecting bubbles in quick succession You need to get above
just by playing through the story. Just collect the bubbles in quick succession. The symbol at the top left corner of the screen will show you what kind of multiplier you're on. Hi Score - Collect 1,000,000 points above storyPoints are obtained through small bubbles. Just collect 1 million (million) through The
Story, it's going to pop after about one-and-a-half play-through depending on how much you collect. Create Trophies:Aspiring Director – Publish the level of cut out sceneCreate and publish the level cut scene, just edit the properties level and change it to the level of the cut scene. The level logo will now
have a director's board behind it. Now, let it go. You can copy one from the community if you want. Sharing &amp; Sharing Alike - Publish level in communitiesSimilna to the above. Just publish the level in the commune. Hold your finger on the logo level, and then click Publish when the options open.
Quick Badge Task - Publish level with a custom badge created by a photo Publish a level with the logo you made. Just take a picture on the vita, either in the game or with the camera. When selecting the logo level just flick right and select the image. Mr Know It All - See all the tutorials Just play through
all the tutorials in the creation mode. You can just run to you don't actually have to watch videos. The tutorial menu will be in addition to all you have finished.50 Unique players - One of your levels is played 50 unique players *MThththest of all cups in my mind and was my final cup before platinum Either
create an amazing level and get the game legitimate, or easier to do p4P (game 4 play) level and return games. This may take a while, but it should come eventually. Invite friends, and if a player joins, be sure to play your level. Creative Spark - Spend 10 active minutes in Createdo-what it says. Spend 10
minutes in Create mode - while you're moving. Easy.Get A Life – Spend 24 active hours in Create modeAgain do what it says. Spend 1,440 minutes (24 hours) in creation mode - while active. You can check your progress in your sauthings on the planet community. It's not a difficult trophy, but clearly it
can take a while. Community trophies:One player trophies:Tourist - Completing the level of the communityThem of the whole community level. Queued Up - Play the level that has been added to your queueSAd the level logo on the community planet, and then click the queue symbol on the left. Now go to
your queue in the main community menu and play level.40 Yays - Give positive feedback to 40 community levelsShi you finish the community level you are displayed a menu where you can choose to review the level, etc. Simply click the sackboy face in the center. Do it 40 times and the trophy will burst.
Each is a critic – Submit a review for the RavenLike Cup above just click the review after completing the community level, leave some text done.Complete 75 Co-operative Levels – Complete 75 unique community levels For this trophy you need to complete a total of 75 community levels. You don't have
to finish it with anyone else, but the type of level must be cooperative not to cut the scene etc. Multiplayer cups: *MPriva between equals - Winning a game of four players *MTo is surprisingly difficult. You have to win at community level with 3 other players. There's a problem getting four players. The best
way is to look for some people who can boast about it online. Then invite them to a community level that makes it really easy to win. Then avoid winning. Social Animal - Finish the level with more than one player *MDo what it says. Complete a community level with more than one player. You can use
Dive in function if you must.25 Online Versus Wins - Win 25 Community level against another player(s) *MAgain it's easier to boast a friend. Just win 25 against community level. You can check your progress in the tab section of the community menu. Mindful Vandalism – Place a sticker or decoration on
another player's bag-person *MSounds easily? This must be a friend place a sticker or decoration if not in the the friends list will not work. Balancing Act – Lift another vagina-person to an object by lifting it with a touch *MThi can be done in a Co-op Story or community level, just lift another game up with a
touch. When they are on top of a touchable material just lift your finger. Arcade Trophies:Insert Coin - Complete all achievements in one of the arcade gamesComplete one of the arcade games (found on the story planet) up to 100%. This includes all stars etc. not just to finish. Arcade Champion -
Complete all achievements in arcadelike cup above, complete all five arcade games at 100%. This includes complementing and acquiring all stars and goals. This may seem hard at the start, but you'll still be and you'll get on the end.miscello trophies:Double 11 - Play LBP Vita on 11 minutes past
11Either be play at 11 minutes past 11. Or just change ps vita hour to 8 minutes after 11 then play LBP and wait. Happy Snapper - Upload a photoJust take a photo of an in-game or camera and set it as an LBP profile image on your Vita.House Proud - Place 10 stickers or decoration in your podS Just
use the label tool to add 10 stickers to your pod. Very simple. Fashionista - Change your costumeSheo drink menu to change your costume. Just change any item and save then the cup will pop. God Complex - Spin any of the 720-degree planets with one flick Just flick any of the planets from the pod, let
it rotate and after 2 full spins the cup will pop. Time well spent - Play LBP Vita on every day of the weekIt is the easiest silver cup by far. Just play on LBP on every day of the week, it doesn't have to be in a row. To post a comment sign-up with any Google account, then refresh the page!  Page! 
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